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BOOK REVIEWS. 

THE COLOR LINE. A Brief in Behalf of the Unborn. By William Benia 
min Smith. Pp. xv, 261. New York: McClure, Phillips & Co. 

It will presently appear that this work is notably interesting on several 

accounts apart from the gravity of its subject. That the race problem, par 

ticularly in the form in which it confronts the American people, is indeed a 
momentous subject, none perhaps will deny. But who is the author? What 

are his credentials? Is there good reason to suppose him qualified to under 

take so formidable a task? Is he capable of conceiving it adequately in both 

its abstract and its concrete bearings, in its present and its future significance, 

as at once a most intricate problem of pure science and a frightfully compli 

cated practical question for the decision of statesmen? Is he one from whom 

may be expected a really serious, enlightened plea, free alike from ignorance, 

from provincial prejudice, and from blinding sentiment? Such are the ques 

tions that busy men, before giving serious attention to any discussion of a 

great subject, are naturally wont to ask, and in these crowded days of abound 

ing authorship they are right. 

Doubtless many will be interested in the information that the Color Line 

was written by the doubting '"David" of the Reign of Law, though in truth 

it must be said that the "originar' of David was much transformed and but 

little transfigured or glorified by Mr. Allen's fantasy. The book in hand is 

the first of its kind by a mathematician; and all the qualities of the mathe 

matical mind, excepting that of proverbial dryness, are evident throughout, in 

its grasp and penetration, in the clearness and steadiness of its vision, in the 

sharp precision with which its problems are stated, and in the boldness, 

energy, and relentless logical rigor with which they are handled. Professor 

Smith, who is head of the mathematical department of Tulane University, 

is among the first Americans who gained the doctorate at a German Uni 

versity, where he won prizes for brilliant achievement in the austerest of the 

sciences, physics and mathematics. As an inspiring teacher of "the universal 

art apodictic" and as a writer on geometry both pure and analytic, and on 

infinitesimal analysis, his reputation is national. The present book, however. 
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is not his first achievement outside the domain of mathematics. Neither is 

it his first essay beyond the limits of purely academic authorship. Far from 

it. His Life of James Sidney Rollins, "Pater Universitatis Missouriensis," 

written by request and printed for private distribution, his series of papers 

in defence of the gold standard-a defence which in view of his Southern 

residence and professional connection seems scarcely less than heroic, demon 

strating both patriotism and spiritual independence 
- these taken together 

with his numerous contributions to the discussion of the tariff question, will 

serve to indicate something of the range of his interest and activity, without 

pausing to name the chief products of his pen, a series of critical memoirs in 

the field of New Testament literature that have secured him and American 

Biblical scholarship the profound respect of critical circles in England, Hol 

land, and Germany. 

"They knew not," said Leibnitz of his friends who feared he would spe 

cialize too narrowly, "that my mind could not be satisfied with one kind of 

things." It may indeed be that Leibnitz was, as DeQuincy calls him, "the 

last of the universals/' It is consoling to know, however, that any such fine 

mot is at best but a partial truth, for, if inexpertness is the curse of the world, 

the defect of expertness is depth at the expense of breadth, and many a larger 

question has to await the single intelligence that shall be at once deep and 

comprehensive. In this view it is matter for just pride and congratulation 

that our most difficult social problem has received painstaking study and 

candid treatment by an American scholar of whom it has been said that in his 

best moments of well-being he appears to hold the entire body of the intel 

lectual achievements of the race in something very like true perspective. If 

this seem to be fulsome praise, we admit the appearance but deny the reality. 

It accords at any rate with our sober judgment deliberately formed in the 

course of years. And we gladly record the judgment here as valid for us in 

despite of the fact that the conclusions of the "Brief," while they commend 

themselves to our understanding, are far from compatible with our liveliest 

sentiments and severely condemn our former standards of conduct. For we 

admit, or avow, or confess, as you will, that in the matter of social equality 

our sympathies have always hitherto favored the standard of individual as 

distinguished from racial excellence. We vividly recall, in view of Professor 

Smith's terrific arraignment, the fearful risk we assumed of social ostracism 

when as a resident in a Southern community we repeatedly invited to our 

home a very black negro in order to enjoy the exceeding wit and intelligence 

and candor of his conversation. 

What of it? Well, in so doing, we were entirely unconscious that we 

were doing wrong; quite the contrary in fact; presumably we were ignorant, 

we had not reflected. Were we innocent? Far from it, if the doctrines of 

this book be sound. By these, which in matters ethical transcend the common 
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categories and align themselves with the solemn secularities of the cosmic 

processes, our conduct was very wicked; not that any paltry specimen of it 

was especially reprehensible, it was bad in kind, for its kind is such as needs 

but to be generalized, adopted in common practice, to work the irreversible 

doom of the highest race; we sinned against an idea, more sacred even than 

that of family, our offence was one against "the most sacred thing on earth," 

the idea and norm of the Caucasian race. For, so the "Brief" contends, it 

is not merely the privilege, it is the highest duty of this race in the South, 
in the North, everywhere, "to keep open at all times, at all hazards, arid at 

all sacrifices, an impassable social chasm between the Black and the White, 

no matter what the virtues or abilities or accomplishments" of any individual 

Black may chance to be. Why? Because of the sole alternative. And what 

is that? The answer is: miscegenation, mongrelization, race amalgamation, 

pammixia, the deadly enemy of race improvement and chief among the agen 

cies of inheritable organic degeneration. 

Such in brief is the cardinal thesis of this brilliant book. Of its correct 
ness the author obviously entertains not an appreciable doubt, but he does 

not mistake his own conviction for that of others; and accordingly, against 

every conceivable objection and counter hypothesis, he defends his doctrine 

with a splendid army of fact and argument assembled from every department 

of the commonwealth of knowledge. History and biology, literature and psy 

chology, mathesis and art, philosophy, anthropology, sociology, and statistics, 

all are made to contribute to the defence of his position. Is the defence every 

where successful? As to that readers will doubtless differ, but it is entirely 

safe to affirm that the assailing forces are sadly in need of repose and of new 

recruits and better discipline. 

That race amalgamation is the inevitable corollary of social equality is 

the testimony of observation and common sense alike, and is proved by the 

uncontradicted witness of history. That amalgamation of two organically 

unequal races yields a product organically inferior to the superior race is the 

doctrine at once of history and biology. That the Negro is, not merely a 

"backward race," but really, organically, mentally, hopelessly inferior to the 

White, is a proposition supported, not alone by the best ascertained of facts 

biological, ethnological, and anthropological, but by the total immensity, "the 

infinite variety, of consentient testimony of all historic time and place." These 

propositions once granted, the author's main thesis follows beyond a doubt; 

nay, it fairly leaps into the field of vision, not merely however as a truth to 

be beheld but as a mistress of conduct, a commander of conscience. Their 

establishment is, therefore, the principal performance, the chief contribution 

of the book. 

Incidentally, however, and by way of supplement, other weighty words 

are spoken. We do not remember to have seen elsewhere a weightier or 
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juster deliverance concerning the inherent limitations of the power of edu 

cation than that contained in Chapter V. Let the following serve as example : 

"It is a colossal error to suppose that race improvement, in the strictest 

sense of the term, can be wrought by education. The reason is simple and 

easily understood: Race-improvement is organic; education is contra-organic. 

Any change or amelioration that affects the race, the stock, the blood, must be 

inherited; but education is not inherited, it is not inheritable. It must be 

renewed generation after generation in each individual. The Sisyphus-stone 

of culture is rolled with infinite toil up the steep ascent by the fathers; it 
thunders instantly back, and must be rolled up again with equal agony and 

bloody sweat by their children." 

Judged as literature, this chapter, "A Dip into the Future" is the best in 

the book. It maintains throughout a soberness, dignity, and elevation conso 

nant with the subject it contemplates, suitable to the vision it beholds-the 

slow indeed but sure extinction of a race of men. For such is the doom 

that awaits the black man of the United States. But the evanescence of the 

Negro is not only assured, it has actually begun : the indications of the rates 

of growth, of birth, of death, and of crime, taken with other indicia, make it 

certain that the secular diminuendo has definitely entered upon the destined 

course. Even "the Negro must feel that competition is becoming sharper, 

that his territory is becoming narrower, that twentieth century citizenship is, 

like the Gospel commandment, made for those who can receive it, that he 

is unequal to the load cast upon him, that he is sinking beneath the burden 

of an honor unto which he was not born." A sombre forecast indeed. Never 

theless, "all that breathe will share their destiny. It is appointed unto men 

once to die." Besides, "in the upward mounting of the forms of life, there are 

no other stepping-stones than their dead selves. The vision of a race van 

ishing before its superior is not at all dispiriting, but inspiring rather. It is 

but a part of the increasing purpose of the ages, a forward creepng of the 

eternal dawn." 

From beginning to end the appeal is from the individual standard to the 
race standard; from traditional maxims however kindly, to the warning dic 

tates of science however stern and cold; from the relative impotence of edu 

cation to the "omniprepotence of heredity"; from sentiment that feels deeply 

but does not see, to the imagination and the reason that depict and behold the 

future; from interesting academic speculation as to what might happen if 

things unknown were known, to the overwhelming body of ascertained fact 

and the doctrine of probability. Whether one does or does not agree with 

Professor Smith's conclusions, the candid reader will allow the book is one 

with which future discussions of its difficult problems will be compelled to 
reckon. 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK. CASSIUS J. KEYSER. 
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